Principles of biological comparison.
The problems of comparative analyses in biology have been discussed, showing that a single comparative method does not exist. Several principles of comparison are elucidated, which include that comparisons do not have to possess a phylogenetic basis, can be horizontal or vertical, and can be genetic or nongenetic. Biological comparisons can be grouped roughly into historical and nonhistorical ones. Historical comparisons depend on the details of evolutionary theory, and include: (a) comparisons on which phylogenies and classifications are based; and (b) comparative studies using these phylogenies and classifications. Nonhistorical comparisons require pertinent nomological relationships between two or more variables, and include: (a) comparisons between variables used to elucidate these law-like relationships; and (b) comparisons in which unknown properties of one variable are deduced from the known properties of other variables - extrapolations made in biology.